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Abstract  
Recent research within the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) field has shown the relevance 
of perceptual features for musical signals. The idea is to identify a small set of features that 
are natural descriptions from a perceptual perspective. The notion of perceptual features is 
based on the ecological approach to music, that is, focussing on sound events rather than 
spectral information. Furthermore, MIR research has had an overemphasis on Western music 
and listeners. This leads to the question of whether the concept of perceptual features is 
culturally independent or not. This was investigated by having listeners of two distinct 
cultural backgrounds (Swedish and Chinese) rating a set of eight perceptual features: 
dissonance, speed, rhythmic complexity, rhythmic clarity, articulation, harmonic complexity, 
modality and pitch. A culturally specific dataset consisting of Korean pop songs was used to 
provide the stimuli. This was a subset of a larger set of songs from a previous study selected 
based on genre and mood annotations to create a diverse dataset. The listener ratings were 
evaluated by a variety of statistical measures, including cross-correlation and ANOVA. It was 
found that there was a small but significant difference in the ratings of the perceptual features 
speed and rhythmic complexity between the two cultural groups.  
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Sammanfattning  
Ny forskning på Music Information Retrieval (MIR) visar betydelsen av perceptuella särdrag 
i musiksignaler. Dessa särdrag bör vara både lätta för lyssnare att skatta och lätta för 
datoralgoritmer att förutspå. Begreppet perceptuella särdrag kommer ur ett ekologiskt 
förhållningssätt till musik där ljud beskrivs som händelser snarare än spektral information. 
Mycket av forskningen på området har haft ett ensidigt fokus på västerländsk musik och 
lyssnare. Utifrån det formulerades frågan om perceptuella särdrag är kulturellt oberoende 
eller inte. Denna frågeställning besvarades genom att låta lyssnare från två olika kulturella 
bakgrunder (svensk och kinesisk) skatta åtta perceptuella särdrag: dissonans, hastighet, 
rytmisk komplexitet, rytmisk klarhet, artikulation, harmonisk komplexitet, modalitet och 
tonhöjd. Dessutom användes ett dataset bestående av koreanska poplåtar som stimuli. Dessa 
var en del av en större dataset med låtar från en tidigare studie. Urvalet skedde utifrån 
annoteringar i genre och sinnesstämning för att skapa maximal spridning. Skattningarna 
utvärderades med hjälp av en mängd olika statistiska mått, inklusive korskorrelation och 
ANOVA. Resultaten visade att det fanns en liten men signifikant skillnad i skattningarna 
mellan de perceptuella särdragen hastighet och rytmisk komplexitet mellan de två kulturella 
grupperna.  
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1.  Introduction  
1.1.   Background  
Finding adequate descriptors for music is not an elementary problem. The perception and 
experience of music may vary between people and over time. One can assume that the more 
heterogeneous a group of listeners is, the more different accounts there will be. Attempts 
have been made to find common descriptors that are universal for all kinds of music, people 
and times. The methodologies for finding appropriate descriptors need to be carefully 
devised. Cultural background is one of many influences affecting the perception of music. 
Recently, several studies have questioned the focus on western music in the field of Music 
Information Retrieval (MIR) (e.g. Lee et al., 2005 & 2013, Yang & Hu, 2012, Hu et. al, 
2014). If there are common descriptors for the experience of music they should be accessible 
across both cultures and genres. There is a need to find descriptors that are universal. One 
possible solution may be found in Friberg et al. (2014). They propose the addition of an 
intermediate layer of perceptual features based on an ecological approach. Nine perceptual 
features were chosen in order to describe overall properties of music. To further address the 
cultural dependencies in the perception of music, a robust MIR system must be able to handle 
music from different genres and cultures. Hu et al. (2014) found that mood judgments and the 
level of agreement are dependent on the cultural background of the listeners. At the same 
time, K-pop (Korean pop) is becoming more popular and attracts listeners of diverse cultural 
backgrounds. Korean music is deeply rooted in the musical tradition of east Asia and has also 
been under heavy influence from the West since the 1950s, which makes it an interesting case 
(Hu et al., 2014). The term K-pop may be used to denominate a more specific genre. Here, K-
pop is used as a general description of all Korean pop, encompassing a variety of genres. 

1.2.   Aims  &  delimitations  
The present study will revise the perceptual feature set proposed by Friberg et al. (2014) and 
add a cross-cultural dimension to the problem by using a dataset of Korean pop (K-pop) 
songs (Hu & Lee, 2012) and having them annotated by listeners of different cultural 
backgrounds. The aim is to investigate if people from different cultural backgrounds perceive 
the perceptual features differently. Since the goal of the perceptual features is that they 
should resemble real perceptual phenomena and that they should be culturally independent, 
this study will evaluate the quality of each of the perceptual features. This study hopes to 
contribute to a more robust MIR methodology that may encompass both Western and non-
Western music, with a reduced cultural bias.  
 
Some studies, especially in the field of comparative musicology, make careless assumptions 
on people from different cultures. Comparative musicology, a field that focused on the study 
of non-Western music traditions and comparing them to Western traditions, has in many 
ways been replaced by ethnomusicology which does not compare Western and non-Western 
music side by side to the same extent. But as Thompson and Balkwill (2010) argues 
comparative studies have something to contribute to our understanding of music universals. 
The present study will compare how Western (represented by Swedes) and non-Western 
(represented by Chinese) listeners perceive music but will avoid making generalised 
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conclusions about people with different cultural backgrounds. Instead, it will focus on how 
well they may predict specific musical descriptors, in order to provide robust MIR systems. 

1.3.   Paper  outline  
In the following second chapter, the basis of the present study is presented and reviewed. 
First, the ecological approach to music perception is explained, followed by a part on audio 
and perceptual features. Chapter 2 is concluded with a review on cross cultural MIR research. 
In chapter 3, the method of this study is presented, consisting of how the listening test was 
designed and how the data was analysed. In chapter 4 the results are presented briefly to be 
discussed in chapter 5, which also contains the conclusion of the present study. 
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2.  Previous  work  
The present study stands on two main pillars, both within the MIR field. The first pillar is the 
notion of perceptual features as they are proposed in Friberg et al (2014). The second pillar is 
the variety of work done in cross-cultural genre and mood perception. In the following 
subsections different aspects of these pillars will be summarised.  

2.1.   Ecological  approach  to  music  perception  
The baseline of the ecological approach to perception is that we always try to understand the 
world around us, that “we listen to the sounds of music with the same perceptual systems that 
we use for all sound” (Clarke, 2005, p. 4). Rather than trying to create a structure by 
listening, Clarke (2005, p. 17) emphasises that the ecological approach sees listening as 
interpreting already existing structures. In this understanding the size, shape and other 
properties of an object is more important than the actual physical information that is 
processed in our brains. We hear the event rather than the sound (Gaver, 1993a, Gaver, 
1993b). In the acoustical domain this is interpreted as listening to how and by what a sound 
was produced rather than the spectral content of that sound. The ecological approach is most 
easily understood through some examples. Imagine the sound of a fork on a plate. We can 
immediately say something about the material and size of the objects such as if the fork was 
big or small, made from plastic or metal etc. Accordingly, we may attribute all kinds of 
sounds to the object and conditions under which it was produced. Big objects are related to 
more bassy sounds etc. This is reflected in music too. We know that the double bass is big, 
just by listening to it. Consequently, with the ecological approach it seems more natural to 
describe musical sounds in that way too. Also, it would require no musical training for 
subjects participating in a study. From this concept, perceptual features may be devised. 
Sounds could be described on bipolar scales ranging from thin to full, small to big, synthetic 
to natural, wood to metal etc. In Friberg (2012) some basic properties of objects from the 
ecological perspective are presented: Source separation refers to our ability to perceive 
different sounds as being produced as different objects. Source localisation is our ability to 
perceive the distance and direction of a sounding object. Size/material tells us the basic 
acoustical properties of an object. Identification/classification is using specific properties to 
identify or classify an object, such as a person from their footsteps. Deviation from 
expectation tells us if the sound should be given consideration or if it is part of the normal 
sound environment. Furthermore, Friberg observes some related human properties: 
Movement, Energy (effort), Intention, Emotion, Skill and Sincerity. Some of these are easily 
connected to the perception of musical sounds.  
 
Music perception may be viewed from the perspective of the ecological approach. Friberg et 
al. (2014) argue that it, for example, would be more natural for users to estimate the 
perceived speed of music by relating it to movement rather than event rate and to estimate the 
energy (effort) used to produce a sound rather than the resulting sound level. 

2.2.   Audio  feature  extraction  
Much MIR research builds on feature extraction directly from the audio. An overview of 
audio content analysis in general and feature extraction in particular is provided in Burred 
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and Lerch (2004). The emergence of content analysis methods allows for new ways to search, 
classify, modify and organise music. The extraction of audio-based features is an important 
part of the MIR field. The extraction of multiple features from a piece of music gives a 
feature space of the same number of dimensions. By carefully selecting relevant taxonomies 
features based on their immanent and external dependencies a robust and computationally 
efficient system for content analysis may be created. Friberg et al. (2014) also stress that 
content-based analysis of audio files is a fundamental MIR research goal. Feature extraction 
is perhaps the most important of these analysis methods and may be divided in a few 
categories. The distinction between the levels is floating and some features may fall into 
more than one category. Low level features include spectral measurements such as spectral 
flux, centroid or MFCC’s (Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients) as well as 
psychoacoustical measures such as roughness and loudness. Mid-level features use longer 
analysis windows and often consist of concepts taken from music theory and music 
perception, including beat strength, rhythmic regularity, meter, mode, harmony, key etc. 
These features may be verified by expert annotation etc. A third level may also be added, 
using semantic descriptors. These include genre, mood etc. Low and mid-level features are 
most often extracted by means of audio analysis and computation whereas high-level features 
are acquired through annotation by human listeners. Using the former to predict the latter is a 
popular MIR task. 

2.3.   Perceptual  features  
Perceptual features may be used to establish an intermediate level bridging the computable 
low-level audio features and the high-level semantic descriptors such as genre, emotion, etc. 
(see Fig. 2.1.). As many feature-driven models use a pure engineering approach they may 
reach a theoretical limit, where the addition of more features doesn’t lead to improved 
performance. This is the argument driven in Friberg et al. (2014). They also argue that this 
computational analysis is based on music theory. Music theory components are often 
perceptual aspects of music listening but from the perspective of an expert listener. For 
every-day listeners it is much harder to perceive the same detail as an expert and for realistic 
situations these features may be too specific. Friberg et al. argues for the use of coarser 
perceptual features. Genre and emotion description are used as examples on when features 
based on music theory come short, since they require previous knowledge from raters. 
Friberg et al. believe that the perceptual features may predict emotional expression (mood) 
and, in combination with instrumentation analysis, also genre well. In order to explain the 
major part of listeners’ responses in emotion communication, only a few qualitative features 
should be required. Friberg et al. argues that there may not be a theoretical limit to a feature-
driven approach, as few custom features may explain a large part of the variance. 
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Figure 2.1: The concept of perceptual features as an intermediate step between low-level audio 

features and semantic descriptors (Friberg et al., 2014). 
 
Based on this, Friberg et al. (2014) proposes a set of nine perceptual features for the 
determination of audio features in MIR systems. These perceptual features are based on 
perceptual ratings acquired through listening tests. They may thus be estimated using lower 
level audio features. According to Friberg et al. the perceptual features are potentially easier 
to model as they are on a lower level than the semantic descriptors acquired through human 
annotation in most MIR. Top-level features may depend on a larger number of features than 
the perceptual ones, which may be connected to fewer low-level features. Also, the proposed 
approach addresses the possible lack of psychological validity for low-level features. The 
perceptual features used were speed, rhythmic clarity, rhythmic complexity, articulation, 
dynamics, modality, overall pitch, harmonic complexity and brightness/timbre. These are 
further explored in the next section.  
 
To test their theory, Friberg et al. (2014) devised two listening tests with 20 and 21 
participants respectively using two different datasets. Both consisted of Western music, the 
first of 100 polyphonic ringtones based on pop music MIDI files and the second on 110 film 
music excerpts (Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011). They also did an attempt to model higher level 
semantic descriptors using the perceptual features. Energy (corresponding to arousal in 
Russell’s (1980) model) was predicted with a large explained variance with significant 
contributions from Speed and Dynamics (R2=0.93). For valence, the highest contribution 
came from Modality (R2=0.87). For the film music dataset, emotion ratings were previously 
provided by Eerola & Vuoskoski (2011), both dimensional and discrete. Energy were 
predicted with slightly lower explained variances, but still high (R2=0.91), and still with most 
contribution from dynamics and speed, in that order. Valence was also well predicted 
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(R2=0.72), again mainly by modality. The discrete emotions were also rather well predicted 
(ranging from R2=0.81 for happiness to R2=0.62 for tenderness). 
 
In the same study (Friberg et al., 2014), low and mid-level audio features were used to predict 
the perceptual ratings for both datasets. Friberg et al. states that the prediction was 
surprisingly low in most cases but reaching up to 70%. Explained variance was generally 
lower for the film clips dataset except for Timbre/Brightness, Dynamics, Modality and Pitch. 
Friberg et al. believe that this could be improved significantly by developing specialised 
models and features for the prediction of perceptual ratings. Furthermore, the perceptual 
features speed, articulation and pitch were well predicted using symbolic data (in this case 
MIDI). 
 
Other studies have also explored subjects close to the notion of perceptual features. Alluri 
and Toivanen (2009) explored what they call the perceptual constituents of the overall 
timbral mixture of music pieces. This is essentially the same as perceptual features. A total of 
36 bipolar scales were reduced by means of listening tests into three main perceptual 
dimensions: activity, fullness and brightness. These were then predicted from low-level 
acoustical features. Activity could be predicted with an explained variance of 70% while 
fullness and brightness obtained 51% and 31%, respectively. Whereas fullness and brightness 
are related to the timbral qualities, activity is more related to power and vibrancy. The fact 
that activity was more robust than the purely timbral qualities is consistent with other studies.  
 
Yang & Hu (2012) also looked at perceptual aspects of music. Acoustical low and mid-level 
features were divided into six perceptual sets (Energy, Rhythm, Pitch, Tonal, Timbre 
(MFCC) and Timbre (Psychoacoustical)). The psychoacoustical set of features was shown to 
be generally applicable to Chinese songs for binary mood classification tasks. Also, Tonal 
and Pitch categories performed well in this case.  

2.3.1.  Features 
In the following paragraphs each of the nine perceptual features used in Friberg et. al. (2014) 
will be discussed. Some changes have been made to that set. Firstly, the features overall pitch 
and timbre/brightness have been merged due to their high correlation in that study. Secondly, 
dissonance has been added to the set. This was prompted by the low listeners’ agreements for 
harmonic complexity as indicated by Cronbach’s alpha. See the section on harmonic 
complexity below for a detailed account. More generally, pair-wise cross-correlation showed 
modest correlation between the different features in the feature set proposed by Friberg et al. 
This can be attributed to co-variation in stimuli. Finally, it is feasible to assume that some of 
the proposed perceptual features are more culturally dependent than others, including for 
example harmonic complexity. Several of the features below features were based on a study 
by Wedin (1972), in which he proposes a set of musico-technical aspects. More background 
on how the features were selected can be found in Hedblad (2011) and Friberg et al. (2011). 

Speed 
Speed is how fast music is perceived. It ranges from slow to fast. Friberg et al (2014) argues 
that using speed instead of note density or tempo is a good example of a relevant 
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improvement contributing to a perceptually oriented feature description. It is no surprise that 
there is a correlation between tempo and speed but the inadequacy of tempo or beats-per-
minute (bpm) as a perceptual descriptor for speed is easily illustrated by showing that the 
perceived speed of a series of 8th notes in 160 bpm is the exact same as a series of 16th notes 
in 80 bpm. Madison and Paulin (2010) suggest that there should be some underlying 
parameters in the determination of perceived speed. Elowsson et al. (2013) showed that onset 
density and spectral flux were important audio features when predicting speed. Another 
interesting relationship was found by Friberg and Sundberg (1999) who showed that there is a 
connection between the perceived speed of a music performance and human motion by 
comparing musical ritardandi and running stops. Wedin (1972) uses both pulse rate (fast-
slow) and tempo (fast-slow) and found them to be highly correlated. However, they could be 
independent for different dimensions of listening, according to Wedin. In this study, the 
simple term speed is used. 

Overall Pitch and Timbre/Brightness 
Overall pitch refers to the entire perception of pitch across a piece. The pitch and 
timbre/brightness ratings had a high correlation in Friberg et al. (2014), indicating a strong 
perceptual coupling. This is not surprising, but rather confirms experiments by Schubert & 
Wolfe (2006) in which they saw that the perceived brightness varied with pitch. This works 
the other way around as well, as shown in a study by Vurma et al. (2011) in which pitch was 
shown to vary with brightness. Most computational timbre measures are in some way related 
to or use pitch, according to Friberg et al. (2014). They therefore suggest that a combined 
feature of pitch and timbre might be more plausible and also more compatible with the 
ecological approach. Another idea would be to further differentiate between these two 
features. One problem may be in semantics. Swedish people (as used in Friberg et al.’s 
experiment) often use the bipolarity bright/dark (Sv: ljus/mörk) for both pitch and timbre. 
Introducing other terms for this might contribute to a less correlated result. For example, 
Alluri and Toivanen (2009) proposes the term fullness (along activity and brightness). 

Dynamics 
Dynamics is the overall perceived dynamics, strength or intensity of a song independent of 
listening volume. It is strongly related to the effort of a musician producing forte or piano. It 
varies from soft to loud. Friberg et al. (2014) emphasise that, even though it is more complex 
than brightness/timbre, it was more easy to rate for the listeners and also showed better 
predictions from audio based features. Timbral features were especially important. Fabiani 
and Friberg (2011) showed that loudness and timbre played equally important roles for the 
perception of dynamics. Perceived dynamics is closely related to timbre, as more effort 
produces a brighter spectrum. This makes dynamics fit well with the ecological approach. 
The effort put into the excitation of a musical instrument (or any sounding object) is reflected 
in the resulting timbre. The effort/dynamics is thus heard as a change in timbre as well as a 
change in sound level. Strength or intensity, from pianissimo to fortissimo, is used in Wedin 
(1972).  
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Harmonic Complexity 
This is a measure of the complexity of a harmonic progression and varies from simple to 
complex. Harmony may be said to consist of two dimensions. The vertical, momentaneous 
dimension, is how single chords are perceived. The horizontal dimension is how these chords 
vary over time and how they deviate from the musical key scale structure. Terhardt (1984) 
phrases this similarly: “musical consonance” is seen as a two-component concept consisting 
of sensory consonance and harmony. Apart from the other perceptual features used by 
Friberg et al. harmonic complexity is based on complex music theoretic analysis. This was 
reflected in a low inter-rater correlation and was expected. Harmonic complexity was, despite 
this, relevant in the prediction of emotions for the film clips dataset. Friberg et al. suggest the 
use of alternative perceptual features for future studies. Also, they state that dissonance or 
roughness may have an influence on the ratings. This was explored in a previous experiment 
by the author where listeners rated the dissonance of piano chords (Schön, 2015). A relatively 
high Cronbach’s alpha indicated a high inter-rater reliability. This in turn indicates that 
dissonance would be appropriate as an alternative to the vertical dimension of harmonic 
complexity. The horizontal aspect may still need to be addressed. In the western music 
tradition, auditory or sensory roughness is one of the perceptual correlates of dissonance. 
Sensory or tonal dissonance is the attribute of dissonance that best correlates to roughness 
(Vassilakis & Kendall, 2010). Further arguments for the use of dissonance as a perceptual 
feature is that the consonance preference is independent of musical experience (Bidelman & 
Grall, 2014). The preference for consonance is present already in infants (Trainor, 2008) and 
musical experience merely magnifies it (McDermott et al., 2010). This preference may be a 
by-product of pre-attentive brain processing (Bidelman & Krishnan, 2009; Bidelman & Grall, 
2014). The term harmony was used in Wedin (1972) where it used a scale from simple, 
consonant to complex, dissonant. This is further affirmation that consonance-dissonance can 
be used as an element of harmony. Wedin also obtained a high correlation between harmony 
and tonality.  

Rhythmic Clarity 
Also known as pulse clarity (Lartillot et al., 2008). This feature ranges from flowing to firm 
and represents how clear the rhythm is perceived. A clear rhythmic accentuation of the beat 
would result in a firm rating. In Wedin (1972), this is called rhythmic articulation and relates 
it to marcato playing and accentuation.  

Rhythmic Complexity 
From simple to complex. This is related to rhythmic clarity but deals with differences in the 
rhythmic patterns. For example, syncopation and unconventional time signatures may 
contribute to higher complexity whereas a strict 4/4 beat would be regarded as simple. Wedin 
(1972) uses a scale from vague to outstanding rhythm for a similar measure.  

Modality 
Modality ranges from minor to major. Modality is an important factor for mood, with 
majorness corresponding to happiness and minorness to sadness, according to Gabrielsson & 
Lindström (2010). This feature is also described in Wedin (1972). 
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Articulation 
Articulation ranges from legato (i.e. tied notes) to staccato (i.e. notes with a shortened 
duration) and is the same as used in Wedin (1972). 
 

2.4.   Cross-cultural  music  information  retrieval  
2.4.1.  The need for cross-cultural MIR research 
Previous Music Information Retrieval (MIR) methodologies are focused on the Western 
music tradition. According to Serra (2011) robust music traditions in India, China, Turkey, 
Indonesia etc. form a counterpoint to the Western tradition. Serra also argues that there are 
aspects of Western music traditions that are not included in most MIR methodologies. Serra 
suggests a cross-fertilisation with musicology and cognition and HCI in order to expand MIR 
methodologies. Non-Western music traditions may have different instrumentation, scaling, 
styles etc. This poses a problem for using descriptors and feature extraction methodologies 
developed for a Western music tradition. Because of this, many current MIR methodologies 
are culturally biased and unable to catch the richness of diverse musical cultures, according to 
Serra (2011).  
 
Despite an ever-increasing number of user studies, few studies explicitly deal with non-
western music or cross-cultural contexts. An attempt to deal with this was done by Hu et al. 
(2014) who proposed new MIR tasks that use a dataset consisting of K-pop songs. The songs 
were annotated by Americans and Koreans. A subset of this dataset was used in the present 
study. Another example of a study with a non-Western focus was done by  Lee et al. (2013) 
which dealt with genre classification, a popular MIR task. Lee el al. argues that genre 
classification is problematic as genres are highly divergent within culture. Cross-cultural 
genre classification is even more complicated but despite the flaws of genre as a musical 
descriptor it is still widely used and therefore important. Music genre is one of the most 
important types of metadata for seeking, describing, organising, retrieving and consuming 
music, especially when discovering the music of other cultures than your own. These genres 
are however often focused on Western music and thus we have limited understanding of 
genres in non-Western music. To address this Lee et al. (2013) conducted a study in which 
Korean and American listeners annotated Korean music. It was shown that inter-rater 
agreement for all annotators were slightly higher than that for just the American annotators. 
There thus exists a common understanding for K-pop genres across culture, but it is more 
consistent for Koreans. For less obvious genres, cross-cultural differences were significant, 
which is important to keep in mind when designing cross-cultural MIR systems. Differences 
in genre definitions and their historical evolution or genre overlaps generating hybrid genres 
might be the explanation for discrepancies in cross-cultural labelling.  
 
The same problem was discussed in another study by Lee et al. (2005), which examined the 
needs for a global digital music library. They raise the problem for non-Western users in 
finding Western music information and expand this problem to encompass all users seeking 
music information from cultures other than their own native one. The multicultural aspect of 
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music may make MIR tasks difficult because people have different backgrounds. Music 
retrieval has historically been done and is still primarily done by bibliographic queries such 
as composer and title. Genre queries and lyrical data is the second and third most common 
query types. Lee et al. investigate if these three main types also would be used in cross-
cultural music information seeking. This requires that users have some previous knowledge 
of the music they are seeking. To overcome the requirement of previous knowledge, a lot of 
current MIR research use query-by-humming. These type of systems are assumed to be more 
flexible culturally (Lee et al., 2005).  
 
Lee et al (2005) also emphasise that a lot of seekers of music want to use characteristics such 
as mood and instrumentation, which are not included as searchable metadata in most cases. 
This is even harder when not knowing the language and cultural context of the sought music. 
By examining music information seeking behaviours for American and Korean users looking 
at other music than that of their own cultural background Lee et al. found that users often use 
non-typical MIR data such as artist appearance etc. Many of the users’ queries were 
incomplete, incorrect or contained vague information. The most common queries for both 
Americans and Koreans were regarding artist/song identification. The differences observed 
were assumed to be dependent on cultural differences. Genres were used very differently in 
the different cultural contexts. For example, Pop refers to very different genres in American 
and Korean contexts, according to Lee et al. (2005). The use of perceptual features may 
address these problems. 
 
The over-focus on Western music is also addressed in Yang & Hu (2012). In MIREX1 mood 
classification tasks datasets consisting of Western music are mostly used. Despite good 
classification performance it is unclear whether they are equally good at describing mood in 
non-Western music. Yang & Hu explore this question by testing how generalisable mood 
categories, audio features and prediction models developed for English songs are cross-
culturally by applying them to Chinese songs. That is, how good are these in regard to cross-
cultural generalisability. In the case of mood classification categorical models derived from 
Russell’s (1980) arousal-valence dimensional model are often used. In commercial contexts, 
mood is often used as a descriptor (Yang & Hu 2012). It was shown that mood classification 
trained on English songs had a significantly better performance than the other way around. 
Yang & Hu concludes that mood classification systems based on English mood categories 
applicate well to Chinese songs except for some cases with radical moods. Feature 
descriptors were also shown to be well-applicable. Cross-cultural classification did not reach 
the performance of within-culture classifications but were still at state-of-the-art levels, 
according to Yang & Hu (2012). 

2.4.2.  Cross-cultural mood and emotion perception 
Emotion research within music has also had a focus on Western contexts. In this section, 
some recent research on mood and emotion perception, mostly from the perception 
perspective, is presented.  

                                                   
1 MIREX - Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange. A yearly challenge for MIR tasks. 
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A review of cross-cultural studies on music and emotion is given in Thompson and Balkwill 
(2010) where music is investigated as a cross-cultural construct. From this perspective, the 
different aspects of music may be investigated. Culture is a concept that refers to a set of 
behaviours, social constructs and technologies that may be analysed on a multitude of levels 
(Thompson & Balkwill, 2010). Many studies have investigated material from specific 
geographical regions, but this is not an inherent limitation of the field. In order to fully 
understand the cognitive basis of music, there is a need to investigate the similarities and 
differences across cultures, Thompson and Balkwill argues. 
 
Commonalities in music cognition may have arisen due to biophysical constraints such as 
short term memory and lung capacity. Balkwill and Thompson (1999) propose the cue-
redundancy model, in which emotional cues from two different cultures overlap in common 
psychophysical cues (see Fig. 2.2.), including intensity, melodic complexity and contour, 
pitch range, dynamics, timbre etc. According to this model, listeners may use both culture-
specific and psychophysical cues in order to decode the intended emotion of the music. The 
perceptual features used in this study should be devised so that they form cues that are in the 
intersection between culture-specific cues. 

 
Figure 2.2: Balkwill and Thompson’s (2010) cue-redundancy model (CRM).  

 
Cross-cultural music psychology studies give somewhat conflicting accounts on on the 
relationship between psychophysical and cultural cues. In Balkwill & Thompson (1999), 30 
Western listeners were asked to rate the intended emotion of 12 Hindustani raga excerpts. 
The results showed that listeners could identify most emotions and that these judgements 
correlated with psychoacoustical features. A similar account was given by Fritz et al. (2009), 
based on a study with native African listeners, stating that basic emotions of Western music 
can be recognised universally. They were also able to show that consonance preference is 
cross-cultural. However, Gregory and Varney (1996) found, by comparing Western and 
Indian mood descriptors, that affective responses to music were more influenced by cultural 
context than by inherent acoustical features. Wong et al. (2009) found a cultural bias in the 
judging of tension for Western listeners rating Indian music and vice versa.  
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Eerola (2011) compared arousal and valence across genres by analysing nine different 
datasets. It was found that arousal but not valence was generalisable across genres. This study 
did, however, not take cultural aspects into account. Wong et al. (2009) showed that Indian 
and Western listeners that hadn’t been significantly exposed to music from culture other than 
their own showed in-cultural bias. Listeners that, on the other hand, had experience from both 
cultures gave similar responses to both Indian and Western music.  
 
Hu and Lee (2012) suggest that cultural context is one of the factors affecting how people 
determine mood in music. Mood determination is affected by many factors outside of the 
inherent factors of the music, like state of mind etc. Hu & Lee examine how listeners from 
Chinese and American cultural backgrounds perceive moods in American pop music 
differently. Chinese people are less influenced by American culture than Koreans. The 
agreements on mood ratings were shown to be slightly higher within-culture than cross-
culture. Cultural background was shown to be more important than age. The idea that 
Chinese people restrain their feelings more and are more introvert is used as an explanation 
for that Chinese listeners used more radical moods to rate the songs (which were American). 
Hu & lee also suggest that there is a confirmation bias in the ratings for songs with unclear 
moods so that the raters tend to select the emotions they prefer. Hu and Lee go on to say that 
this implies that MIR systems could be designed to give different responses for users with 
different cultural backgrounds. Another study by Hu & Yang (2014) tested the 
generalisability of regression models using three different datasets (two Western and one 
Chinese). Prediction within-dataset performed better than across-dataset and it was concluded 
that Russell’s (1980) two-dimensional valence-arousal space may be applied to both Western 
and Chinese music but that the cultural background of the annotators plays an important role. 
 
Hu et al. (2014) argue that  people from different cultural backgrounds perceive mood in 
music differently. There are some presently available algorithms that may classify music of 
different cultures or that are classified by listeners of different cultural backgrounds. As Hu et 
al. stress, most influential datasets for music mood recognition contain mostly Western music 
and have not specified or controlled the cultural background of the annotators. Related 
MIREX tasks (AMC & ATC) deal with Western songs labelled by listeners with unspecified 
cultural backgrounds.  
 
Hu et al. (2014) further observed some differences in mood annotations by Americans and 
Koreans. For a categorical mood model, some more complex moods such as gleeful, 
romantic, brooding, earnest and hopeful were used more by Americans while Koreans used 
sad more often. Moods such as anxious and angry was seldom used by either of the groups. 
Another study (Yang & Hu 2012) showed that radical moods such as aggressive and anxious 
were applied more often to American than Chinese music (whose culture is quite close to 
Korean). Koreans were more likely to rate a song as having negative valence than Americans. 
Hu et al. also found, using Russell’s (1980) dimensional arousal-valence model that 
Americans tended to rate the songs with a higher variance (more extreme values) than 
Koreans. Furthermore, Americans tended to rate the songs as more positive and less intense 
than the Koreans. It was found that Korean listeners had a higher within-group agreement, 
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which is natural as they are annotating music from their own culture but this was also the 
general case. The within-group agreement for Americans was the same as the across-group 
agreement. The Koreans had slightly higher within-group agreement. The study concluded 
that mood judgments and the level of agreement are dependent on the cultural background of 
the listener. Americans were more likely to apply multiple labels and more radical moods. 
Koreans were more likely to associate songs with negative moods.  

2.4.3.  Lyrics 
Lyrics is an obvious problem when studying cross-cultural music perception. If the listener is 
able to tell what the lyrics are about (i.e. they have a good enough understanding of the 
language used) the perceived mood will be affected. Surprisingly, this is not addressed 
adequately in most studies. The influence of lyrics is briefly discussed by Hu et al (2014). 
Lyrics for K-pop are mainly in Korean and can thus not be understood by American listeners. 
Hu et al. argue that there is a trend of making songs that are positive in melody but dark or 
sad in lyrics (or vice versa) this will result in different judgments by different groups. Also, 
Hu et al. (2014) state that lyrics may contribute to more complex emotions. In the case of 
perceptual features, however, the lyrical data should have less influence than in the mood 
case. 

2.4.4.  K-pop 
K-pop is sometimes used as a specific term, referring to a special kind of Korean pop music, 
which often is highly energetic. The song Gangnam Style by Korean artist Psy became one of 
the most popular songs worldwide in 2012, making K-pop known beyond its regular fan base. 
This is however not how all K-pop sounds, especially not when the term is used to describe 
Korean pop music in a more general sense, which is how it is used in the present study. In the 
Korean context, the most general term “pop” may be used to denote any kind of pop music, 
regardless of region, all non-Korean pop or as a more specific musical style. There are some 
genres that are unique to Korean music, such as Minyo, Pansori and Gukak which all denote 
classical or traditional Korean music (Lee et al. 2013). Another interesting example is Trot, 
which developed in the early 20th century and which is characterised by sentimental love 
songs with a specific style of singing. It is typically enjoyed by older people and has no direct 
equivalent in Western music. Trot is expected to be classified as World Music in a Western 
context. Even though Trot was the most unfamiliar genre to American annotators it was not 
the one with the most disagreements in the study. Lee et al. (2013) hypothesise that it is the 
uniqueness of this genre that make the rating unambiguous.  
 
The following are three examples of popular artists of different genres within K-pop, 
provided to give the reader an idea of the diversity within Korean pop music: 

•   Seo Taiji – Bermuda (2008, Rock)2 
•   Jang Yoon Jang - Oh my (2004, Trot)3 
•   Sung Si Kyung – On the street (2006, Ballad)4 

                                                   
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTUbyqQ7QDI 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiXHopl9738 
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUd6LLIr-Wg 
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2.5.   Chapter  summary  
In this chapter, several studies relevant to the present study were reviewed. First and 
foremost, the present study emanates from the ecological approach to music perception. In 
short, this means a focus on analysing sound events rather than just spectral properties of a 
sound. This leads to the notion of perceptual features. These are based more on the sound 
event properties and should therefore be more perceptually relevant than the low-level audio 
features traditionally used in MIR research. The perceptual features should also be possible to 
use as an intermediate step in the prediction of high-level semantic descriptors from low-level 
features. Finally, the state of the art of cross cultural MIR research was reviewed. The studies 
in this part of the field indicate that the addition of a cross-cultural aspect is motivated.  
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3.  Method  
3.1.   Dataset  
The present study used a dataset containing 1892 K-POP songs (30 second stereo clips). This 
dataset was previously introduced as tasks in two 2014 MIREX challenges: mood and genre 
classification (MIREX, 2014), thus ending the Western-only paradigm within the MIREX 
competion. The dataset is divided in seven genres (Lee et al., 2013), annotated by American 
and Korean annotators. The genres are Ballad, Dance, Folk, Hip-Hop, R&B, Rock and Trot. 
They were also mood annotated in accordance with two categorical models and a 
dimensional model (Hu et al., 2014). Annotations were in this case done by three American 
and three Korean annotators. The first categorical model is divided in five categories: 
passionate, cheerful, bittersweet, silly/quirky and aggressive. The second model divides the 
above five categories in 18 mood labels. The dimensional model used was Russell’s (1980) 
circumplex model of affect which has arousal at the y axis and valence at the x axis (see Fig. 
3.1.). Note that the term arousal is used interchangeably with activity and energy in several 
studies. In this study, the term activity is used. The resulting annotations varied from -10 to 
10 in both dimensions (normalised to range from -1 to 1 in this study).  
 

 
Figure 3.1. Russell’s (1980) dimensional model with some examples. 

 
A subset of 98 songs was selected from the original K-pop dataset. The subset contained a 
representation of all genres and moods. The goal for the selection was three-fold. First, the 
spread in the valence-activity space should be maximised, both in general and for each of the 
seven genres. This was done in order to provide a multitude of examples, not just, for 
example, happy dance songs. Secondly, the subset should contain “clear” examples, that is, 
each point’s distance from the origin should be maximised. This will put the points of the 
subset on a circle in the dimensional model as in Fig. 3.1., and thus corresponds well to 
Russell’s model. Finally, only genre-ratings with a high level of agreement should be used. In 
this way, hybrid genres and examples that had generally unclear genres were removed.  

 
The selection was achieved by creating a weighted point system joining clearness of genre, 
valence-activity spread and a spread between the four quadrants of the valence-activity space. 
The total score is calculated as shown in equation 1: 
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𝑆 = 𝑊$ ∗ 𝑆$ +𝑊'( ∗ 𝑆'( +𝑊)  (1) 
 

where S is the total score per song, Wg and Wva are the weights for genre and valence/activity 
and Sg and Sva are the scores. Wva was set per genre. Wm is a weight for the specific quadrants 
in the dimensional model adjusted in order to achieve control over which quadrant would 
receive higher scores. Sg was simply set to 1 if all six annotators ratings agreed, to 0.75 if five 
out of six annotators agreed 0.5 if four out of six agreed and to zero otherwise. Sva was 
calculated as the Euclidean distance from the origin in the activity-valence space as shown in 
equation 2: 
 

𝑆'( = 𝑉+ + 𝐴+    (2) 
 
where V is the valence rating and A is the activity rating. 
 
Weights were adjusted to accomplish a compromise between maximum spread per genre and 
maximum spread in general. This was made harder by the fact that some genres tended to be 
connected to specific locations in the valence-activity space. For example, songs in the dance 
genre tended to be regarded to have positive valence and high activity (i.e. happy). The 
resulting selection can be seen in table 3.1. and figure 3.2. The point system and selection 
was done using MATLAB (version 2015a). 
 

Table 3.1: Distribution of songs in each quadrant of the valence-activity space, regardless of genre.  

 Negative valence Positive valence 

Positive activity 27 27 

Negative activity 23 21 
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Figure 3.2 The spread of all 1892 songs in the original dataset across the activity-valence space is 
shown as grey points. The upper left graph shows how the 98 selected songs are spread out as blue 

circles. The remaining graphs show the same for each individual genre. 
 
All clips in the dataset were 30 seconds long and had been extracted by choosing the middle 
30 seconds and performing silence detection. If the middle 30 seconds were silent the last 30 
seconds was selected and if those in turn were silent the first 30 seconds was selected. The 
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songs were normalised for this study by setting the maximum sound level of the left channel 
(the right channel was assumed to be equivalent to the left) to a set dB value (-15 dB). The 
algorithm used was a modified version of the sound level estimation code included in DAFx 
(Zölzer, 2011). The same method was used to set a synthesised calibration tone to -60 dB. In 
the listening test, participants were asked to adjust this tone to be just noticeable. Thus, all 
sound examples were presented at a sound level of approximately 45 dB above each 
participant's hearing threshold. 

3.2.   Listener  recruitment  
The songs were annotated by listeners in two groups with different cultural backgrounds, 
namely Swedish and Chinese. These groups were thought to represent Western and non-
Western cultural backgrounds, respectively. The choice of using Chinese listeners for the 
non-Western group rather than Koreans was made in order to avoid the influence of lyrics on 
the ratings. Still, Chinese and Korean music culture share some similarities. The aim was to 
recruit at least 20 participants. According to Friberg et al. (2014), 20 raters were considered 
enough to rate the perceptual features. The Swedish participants was recruited by announcing 
on an online social network. Chinese participants were recruited through the Chinese 
Students and Scholars Association at KTH (KTH-CSSA). From the perspective of ecological 
perception, musical experience should not be crucial. Therefore, no requirements on musical 
experience was demanded. The participants were compensated for their effort with two 
cinema vouchers upon completing the listening test. Some general information on the 
participants such as age, gender identity, musical experience (i.e. “None”, “Beginner”, 
“Intermediate” or “Professional”), cultural background (i.e. Chinese or Swedish) as well as 
hours of listening and practicing music during a typical week were also collected. 

3.3.   Rating  platform  
An online listening test was designed for the purpose of this study. An online test makes it 
easier to recruit participants as they can do it when and where they please. The accordingly 
loss of control may be a problem. The test was programmed mainly using HTML5. All 
responses was stored on a MySQL server. The MySQL requests were encapsulated in PHP 
scripts, which also provided some other basic functions such as randomising the order of the 
songs. Furthermore, JavaScript was also used to allow for dynamic generation of each song 
page. An overview of the system is shown in figure 3.3. 

 
Figure 3.3: Simple overview of the system, with its basic building blocks.  

 

MySQL	  Server

HTML5	  (basic	  design and	  audio	  
playback)

PHP	  (Encapsulating	  MySQL	  requests	  
and	  basic	  dynamic	  functions)

JavaScript	  (Dynamic	  design)
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Each participant was provided with a unique link containing a user id, which was used to 
keep track of the responses. It was designed so that the progress was saved continuously. In 
that way the participants could pause and resume at will, with their progress displayed at the 
top of the page. First, the participants were presented with some basic instructions and were 
asked to use their own headphones in order to ensure some minimum quality of sound. 
Secondly, they were asked to adjust their volume so that the calibration tone was just barely 
noticeable. When ready, the users could proceed to the test. The sound clips were presented 
in a random order. The test interface provided a play button and nine sliders, one for each of 
the perceptual features (see Fig. 3.4). The numerical value of the rating was not shown to the 
participant but was saved as ranging from -1 to +1 in 101 discrete steps. To ensure that each 
participant actually did not click their way through the test, they had to move the slider away 
from the middle before being able to continue. A side effect of this was that if you wanted to 
put the slider in the middle (i.e. at 0) you had to move it away, drop it, and move it back. 
Definitions of each feature could be reached by clicking an ever-present link. The test and 
definitions were in English. The interface was designed with maximum intelligibility and a 
professional feel in mind, using a clear black serif font in a white box on a neutral grey 
background.  
 

 
Figure 3.4: The test interface, providing a simple rating platform. The image has been cropped to fit 

the page. 
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3.4.   Rated  features  
The set of perceptual features rated was a revised version of the set in Friberg et al. (2014) as 
presented in section 2.3.1. The main difference is the removal of timbre/brightness due to its 
high correlation with pitch. Also, dissonance was added in order to evaluate its suitability as a 
perceptual feature and as a possible replacement for or addition to harmonic complexity. In 
table 3.2. the features and their corresponding endpoints are listed. 
 

Table 3.2.: The perceptual features used in the listening test and their corresponding endpoints. 

Perceptual feature Endpoints 

Modality Minor-major 

Dynamics Soft-Loud 

Harmonic 
Complexity 

Simple-Complex 

Speed Slow-Fast 

Rhythmic Clarity Flowing-Firm 

Rhythmic 
Complexity 

Simple-Complex 

Articulation Legato-Staccato 

Pitch Low-High 

Dissonance Consonant-
Dissonant 

 

3.5.   Task  
The task that the listeners were asked to do was to rate nine perceptual features for each of 
the 98 songs. The rating was done on unipolar continuous sliders. The previous study by 
Friberg et al. (2014) had 9 features rated for 110 songs. This took about 2 hours for the 
participants to rate. The number of songs in this study, 98, should therefore take a similar 
amount of time to rate. In order to reduce listener fatigue, the listeners were able to pause at 
will.  

3.6.   Statistical  measurements  
Several measurements were used in order to explore the collected perceptual data. First, the 
distribution of the ratings was examined by looking at the histogram for each feature. Second, 
the mean and the corresponding 95% confidence interval for each perceptual feature and for 
the different groups were plotted. This should indicate if there is a significant difference in 
the ratings of the different groups and was tested in various combinations. The genre 
annotations from a previous study (see section 3.1.) was also used. The groups correspond to 
the independent variables collected, in this case cultural background, gender identity and 
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musical experience. A one-way ANOVA was carried out on each of the perceptual features to 
verify any significance. These analyses were done in SPSS (version 23). 
 
A second set of analyses were done in MATLAB. Firstly the cross-correlation between the 
different means of the perceptual ratings were checked in order to examine the 
interdependencies of the perceptual features. This was done for the participant groups 
separately and together. Secondly, the inter-rater reliability was checked for each perceptual 
feature separately using an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), namely Cronbach’s α 
(McGraw & Wong, 1996). Cronbach’s α is based on the degree of consistency for averages 
of independent measurements on randomly selected objects. This too was done for both 
groups together and separately. The metric ranges from 0 to 1 where zero means no 
agreement between subjects and 1 means perfect agreement.  
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4.  Results  
4.1.   Data  error  
Unfortunately, due to an error in the listening test code the data for the dynamics perceptual 
feature was lost. Thus, in the following parts, dynamics is disregarded. 

4.2.   Listeners  
A total of 24 participants volunteered for the test. Out of those, 13 had a Chinese cultural 
background and 11 had a Swedish cultural background. Half of all participants were female 
(6 females in the Chinese and Swedish groups each). The age for both groups ranged from 24 
to 33 (mean 28.13, SD 2.5). Four of the participants had no musical experience, ten classified 
themselves as beginners and nine as intermediate. Only one participant regarded him/herself 
as professional. The mean hours practicing and listening to music in a typical week may be 
seen in table 4.1. It is evident from this table that there is a correlation between hours 
practiced/listened and musical level. Each of the 24 participants rated 98 songs resulting in a 
total of 2352 data points for each of the eight perceptual features (dynamics excluded). That 
is, a grand total of 18816 data points was collected in this study.  

 
Table 4.1: The participants’ mean hours practiced and listened to music per musical experience level. 

Level  Hours practiced Hours listened 

None Mean .25 8.75 

 Subjects 4 4 

Beginner Mean .80 10.00 

 Subjects 10 10 

Intermediate Mean 3.22 14.33 

 Subjects 9 9 

Professional Mean 10.00 40.00 

 Subjects 1 1 

Total Mean 2.00 12.67 

 Subjects 24 24 

4.3.   Histograms  
The overall distribution of all the participants’ ratings were examined by a histogram, see Fig. 
4.1. A normal curve was superimposed on the histogram to facilitate the comparison to a 
normal distribution. The overall distribution closely follows the normal curve, indicating that 
the dataset has a normal distribution. Histograms were also created separately for each 
perceptual feature. All had a similar distribution, looking like a normal distribution cut in 
half. In other words, participants were unlikely to rate a perceptual feature with a “neutral” 
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value. As an example of this, the histogram of the harmonic complexity ratings is shown in 
Fig. 4.2. The distributions were similar for all perceptual features but with different means. 
This made the total distribution normal nevertheless.  

 
Figure 4.1: The frequencies of all ratings compared to a normal curve. 

 
Figure 4.2. The frequencies of the harmonic complexity ratings, compared to a normal curve. 
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4.4.   Mean  plots  
Mean plots were examined for all perceptual features, together and separate for participant 
groups. All ratings range from -1 to +1. The mean rating over all perceptual features was 
examined with a 95% confidence interval and showed no overlaps in confidence intervals 
indicating no significant difference in the overall ratings of the two groups. In figure 4.3. the 
same is done separately for each of the perceptual features. These indicate a significant 
difference between groups for the perceptual features speed and rhythmic complexity only. 
That is, ratings were lower for the Swedish group than the Chinese group. The one-way 
ANOVA performed on each of the perceptual features further verified this by showing 
significance levels of 0.002 and 0.005 for speed and rhythmic complexity, respectively. The 
full results of the ANOVA can be seen in table 4.2. Mean plots for gender identity and 
musical experience showed no significant differences between groups except that participants 
of intermediate musical experience had a slightly higher mean rating for harmonic 
complexity than the participants regarding themselves as beginners. The None and 
Professional groups were too small to provide any interesting results.  
 

Articulation 

 

Dissonance 

 

Harmonic complexity 

 

Modality 
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Pitch 

 

Rhythmic clarity 

 
Rhythmic complexity 

 

Speed 

 
Figures 4.3: Mean plots for each of the perceptual features. 

 
 

Table 4.2: Significance levels from one-way ANOVA. There is a significant difference between 
groups if the significance level is 0.05 or less. 
Perceptual feature Significance 

Dissonance 0.077 
Modality 0.357 

Speed 0.002 
Rhythmic complexity 0.005 

Articulation 0.457 
Rhythmic clarity 0.737 

Pitch 0.099 
Harmonic complexity 0.188 
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4.5.   Cross  correlation  of  perceptual  ratings  
In tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, the cross correlation of the perceptual feature is presented for both 
groups and the Chinese and Swedish groups respectively. In these tables it may be seen how 
well the perceptual features correlate. A high correlation could for example mean that fast 
songs often are experienced as more dissonant or that many songs in the database are both 
fast and dissonant. For all subjects, speed has a high correlation with dissonance, modality 
and articulation. Dissonance also has a high correlation with articulation. Harmonic and 
rhythmic complexity are moderately high correlated, as are rhythmic clarity and speed. For 
the separate groups correlation was generally lower. Some notable differences were low 
correlation in the Swedish group for harmonic complexity and rhythmic complexity, 
respectively.  

Table 4.4: Cross-correlation for perceptual ratings, mean over all subjects in both groups. Significance 
levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.. 

 Dissonance Modality Speed Rhythmic 
Complexity 

Articulation Rhythmic 
Clarity 

Pitch 

Modality 0.49***       

Speed 0.80*** 0.80***      

Rhythmic 
Complexity 

0.63*** 0.39*** 0.63***     

Articulation 0.85*** 0.69*** 0.91*** 0.66***    

Rhythmic 
Clarity 

0.59*** 0.70*** 0.78*** 0.23*** 0.75***   

Pitch 0.31** 0.50*** 0.46*** 0.24* 0.29** 0.37***  

Harmonic 
Complexity 

0.55*** 0.33*** 0.56*** 0.79*** 0.52*** 0.19 0.32** 

 
Table 4.5: Cross-correlation for perceptual ratings, mean over all subjects in the Chinese group. 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.. 
 

 Dissonance Modality Speed Rhythmic 
Complexity 

Articulation Rhythmic 
Clarity 

Pitch 

Modality 0.40***       

Speed 0.74*** 0.73***      

Rhythmic 
Complexity 

0.58*** 0.54*** 0.70***     

Articulation 0.78*** 0.57*** 0.86*** 0.62***    

Rhythmic 
Clarity 

0.46*** 0.65*** 0.77*** 0.41*** 0.70***   

Pitch 0.23** 0.55*** 0.38*** 0.27** 0.19 0.31**  

Harmonic 
Complexity 

0.45*** 0.64*** 0.69*** 0.67*** 0.56*** 0.42*** 0.41*** 
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Table 4.6.: Cross-correlation for perceptual ratings, mean over all subjects in the Swedish group. 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.. 
 

 Dissonance Modality Speed Rhythmic 
Complexity 

Articulation Rhythmic 
Clarity 

Pitch 

Modality 0.45***       

Speed 0.78*** 0.72***      

Rhythmic 
Complexity 

0.45*** 0.11 0.41***     

Articulatio
n 

0.84*** 0.62*** 0.89*** 0.49***    

Rhythmic 
Clarity 

0.59*** 0.52*** 0.68*** -0.06 0.69***   

Pitch 0.33** 0.36*** 0.54*** 0.16 0.35*** 0.32**  

Harmonic 
Complexity 

0.34*** -0.13 0.23* 0.76*** 0.24* -0.18 0.14 

4.6.   Cronbach’s  α  
Table 4.3 shows Cronbach’s alpha per perceptual feature for both the Chinese and Swedish 
groups, as well as for all subjects together. For all subjects, all perceptual features got a 
medium to high level of agreement. Dissonance, speed and articulation stand out with values 
above 0.9. The lowest level of agreement was for harmonic complexity. These results are 
mainly repeated in the separate groups (i.e. they are similar). Exceptions are rhythmic 
complexity and rhythmic clarity which both had low levels of agreement in the Chinese 
group.  
Table 4.3: Cronbach’s alpha for each perceptual feature for the Swedish and Chinese group together 
and separate. A value of 1 represents perfect inter-rater agreement and 0 represents no agreement.  

 All subjects Chinese Swedish 

Dissonance 0.921 0.827 0.895 

Modality 0.848 0.720 0.849 

Speed 0.982 0.967 0.972 

Rhythmic Complexity 0.796 0.566 0.793 

Articulation 0.951 0.858 0.947 

Rhythmic Clarity 0.846 0.644 0.821 

Pitch 0.877 0.817 0.784 

Harmonic Complexity 0.679 0.502 0.672 
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5.  Discussion  &  conclusion  
A listening test was performed in which 24 participants from two different cultural 
backgrounds (Chinese and Swedish) rated 98 songs with 8 different perceptual features. Both 
groups could be said to be homogenous as they were recruited in a relatively confined 
context. The listening test resulted in a large dataset (18816 data points) which was normally 
distributed.  
 
The main result of this study is the finding that two of the eight examined perceptual features 
show a significant difference between the different cultural backgrounds. More specifically, 
the Swedish group rated speed and rhythmic complexity significantly lower than the Chinese 
group. The difference is still quite small (about 0.1 points on the scale) and it is unclear 
whether this will actually make a difference in a real-life application. However, when 
designing a classification or recommendation system one should consider adding weights for 
these perceptual features based on e.g. geographic location in order to ensure robustness. The 
results also confirm the notion that some perceptual features are more culturally dependent 
than others, as assumed by Friberg et al. (2014). Furthermore, the results also connect to the 
cue-redundancy model as proposed by Balkwill & Thompson (1999). If a perceptual feature 
is culturally independent, it is in the intersection of the familiar and unfamiliar cue sets (see 
section 2.4.2.). As speed and rhythmic complexity seems to be at least partially culturally 
dependent these need some modification to fit in the cue-redundancy model. Furthermore, no 
significant differences were found between gender and musical experience levels. There was 
however a trend towards some differences in the musical experience level case. A future 
study could investigate this further. 
 
Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each perceptual feature for the Chinese and Swedish 
group together and separate. The result for all subjects and for the Swedish group were 
consistent with the findings in Friberg et al. (2014) i.e. they were good for all perceptual 
features except for harmonic complexity. The Chinese group also had low consistency for 
rhythmic complexity and rhythmic clarity. A low value for Cronbach’s alpha means that its 
suitability in this context is questionable. Dissonance, which was the perceptual feature added 
for this study, had an excellent value showing that raters agree upon what dissonance is. This 
result indicates that it is a suitable member of the perceptual feature set and it should thus be 
added for future studies. The high levels of agreement in this study as indicated by 
Cronbach’s alpha further verifies that the ecological approach is viable.  
 
Friberg et al. (2014) also reported a modest cross correlation for all perceptual features. The 
correlation coefficients reported in this study are however not consistent with the respective 
datasets in their study. This could probably be accounted to the different datasets. The 
correlations of the two datasets in Friberg et al. are not consistent either. As Friberg et al. 
mentions, some part of the correlations of the perceptual features can probably be accounted 
to co-variance in stimuli. For example, fast songs are often more dissonant, which could be 
done in order to achieve an artistic vision. The fact that dissonance and harmonic complexity 
has a low correlation means that they cannot be regarded as equivalents. Thus, dissonance is 
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not suitable as a replacement to harmonic complexity but rather as a complement. Dissonance 
and harmonic complexity are on one hand two aspects of harmony, but on the other hand they 
are not to be regarded as interchangeable (see section 2.3.1.). 
 
The dataset should allow for further analysis in future studies. On interesting topic should be 
to investigate how the high-level semantic descriptors mood and genre are related to the 
perceptual features. This would only require further statistical analyses of the collected 
dataset. Another topic would be to model the perceptual features from the found data and in 
turn also the high-level semantic descriptors from low-level features. This would verify the 
idea of perceptual features as an intermediate step (see section 2.3.). This would further 
contribute to the findings in Friberg et al. (2014) and may also be used as a base for a MIREX 
contribution. Finally, the use of the K-pop dataset proved to be suitable for this experiment. A 
future study could focus on a set of music with even less influence from Western music. This 
could potentially give more clear results. 
 
Conclusively, most of the perceptual features were not perceived differently across culture. 
This indicates that a system based on these features is robust, in regard to cultural differences. 
However, two of the perceptual features, namely speed and rhythmic complexity, was 
culturally dependent and, in order to ensure robustness, this needs to be addressed. 
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